ARCHOS 7 HOME TABLET IN RETAIL AT £129.99
FIRST LARGE SCREEN ANDROID-BASED TABLET
FOR ALL THE FAMILY
The ARCHOS 7 home tablet is the new home device to enjoy all your multimedia (music, photos or
video), access to Internet and daily information (news, cinema, sports…), chat with friends, connect to
your social networking, or download a selection of new applications from the AppsLib store icon.

ARCHOS a top innovator in the portable media market today announces pre-order availability of the
new ARCHOS 7 home tablet, from £129.99 through selected retailers.
The ARCHOS 7 home tablet sees the debut of the first large-screen Android-based tablet. Bridging
the gap between the smartphone and the desktop PC, the ARCHOS 7 home tablet provides alwayson access to the web, audio and video playback and a dedicated library of lifestyle orientated Android
Apps through the AppsLib store, enabling users to customise the device to their lifestyle.
This new device testifies to ARCHOS' strategy of offering innovative electronic products with
extremely competitive pricing - in this case the first large-screen Android device series at an affordable
price, starting from £129.99.
The stylish ARCHOS 7 home tablet, sports a high resolution 7inch touch screen (800x480) and a
super slim form factor at just 12mm thick. Weighing in at 350g (0.8Ib), it is extremely portable and can
be used in any room of the home. Built-in Wi-Fi allows connection to a home network, while the
integrated USB connection makes transferring files from a PC, digital camera or other digital device
very simple. It is also a low-power consumption device providing seven hours of video playback or 44
hours of music on a single charge.

Multimedia showcase
With a large, high resolution screen (800x480), the ARCHOS 7 home
tablet has been specifically developed with multimedia in mind. The
home tablet can be used as a high-quality photo display and sharing

tool, while the video player software provides the best HD movie viewing experience (at 720p) in the
kitchen, bedroom, living room or garden. An on-board MP3 player, access to the free music streaming
service – Deezer – and built-in speakers makes the ARCHOS 7 home tablet a very capable
replacement for a hi-fi or radio.
Apps to meet all lifestyles
The ARCHOS 7 home tablet comes with a selection of pre-installed applications ready for use straight
out of the box as well as the option to customise your home tablet by downloading your favourite
applications.
AppsLib offers unlimited access to free and paid-for applications
developed specifically for the large 7-inch touch screen display of the
ARCHOS 7. With a range of apps available to fit any lifestyle, the
ARCHOS 7 can become an ebook reader, provide access to cooking
recipes, news, weather and games, and provide recommendations on
theatres or restaurants.
A selection of pre-installed apps includes:
DEEZER
With approximately 35 web radio stations and a SmartRadio feature,
plus access to premium content (upon subscription), Deezer provides
the best way to listen to your favourite online playlists.
EBUDDY
Ebuddy is the multi-platform instant messaging application to have when it comes to chatting. You
can connect to all your friends from one unique application, no matter what service.
ALDIKO
Download and read thousands of books direct to your Android device with Aldiko, providing the option
of browsing through catalogues of eBooks or importing your own ePub files straight to your device.
DAILYPAPER
Select your language and view your preferred daily papers through the touch of the ARCHOS screen
with links to the mobile sites of the world’s daily newspapers.
CINESHOWTIME
The perfect application for selecting the synopsis and schedule of your selected film, at your local
cinema.
Communication and connectivity
With WiFi on board, the ARCHOS 7 home tablet is always connected and available wherever and
whenever consumers want it in the home. Its high-resolution, 7-inch touch screen, allows consumers
to surf the Web, send email, tweets or update Facebook pages as if they were surfing on their home
PC. With downloadable personal applications from Appslib, the ARCHOS 7 home tablet is the new
screen tablet for the family.

Pricing and Availability
The ARCHOS 7 home tablet is available from £129.99 through selected retailers. Pre-orders are
available through the ARCHOS Website. Order information and customer support details are also
available from the website : www.archos.com.
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About ARCHOS
ARCHOS introduced the hard-drive-based MP3 player with the Jukebox 6000 in 2000, and since that
time has revolutionised consumer electronics devices. The company introduced the portable video
player in 2003 and was the first to bring TV recording, wireless and touch screens to the portable
media player. The ARCHOS Internet Media Tablet and PCtablet offer consumers uncompromised
access to the Internet, movies, photos, video, music and television anytime, anywhere. Established in
1988, ARCHOS has offices in the United States, Europe and Asia, and is quoted on Compartment C
of Euronext Paris, ISIN Code FR0000182479. More information is available online at
www.archos.com.
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